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Abstract. We introduce the concept of completely left inverse AG-groupoids and study some
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1. INTRODUCTION
An Abel-Grassmann’s groupoid (abbreviated as AG-groupoid) or Left Almost
Semigroup (briefly LA-semigroup) is a groupoid S satisfying the left invertive law,
defined as, .ab/c D .cb/a for all a;b;c 2 S: Inverse AG-groupoids, their different
characterisations and congruences on inverse AG-groupoids using the kernel-normal
system and kernel-trace approaches have been studied by many authors which can be
found in the literature (see [1–4, 6, 7, 11]).
In this paper, we introduce completely left inverse AG-groupoids and investigate
a congruence pair consisting a kernel and trace of a congruence of a completely left
inverse AG-groupoid. In the second section, some preliminaries and basic results
on completely inverse AG-groupoids are mentioned. In Section 3, we introduce
completely left inverse AG-groupoids and investigate some basic congruences us-
ing the congruence pair. We show that if  is a congruence on a completely left in-
verse AG-groupoid, then .ker; tr/ is a congruence. In Section 4, we discuss sep-
arative and anti-separative decompositions of a locally associative AG-groupoid.
Before the proofs of the main results, it is important to recall the basic knowledge
and necessary terminology.
2. PRELIMINARIES
An AG-groupoid S is regular if a 2 .aS/a for all a 2 S: If for a 2 S; there exists
an element a
0
such that a D .aa0/a and a0 D .a0a/a0 ; then we say that a0 is inverse
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of a: In addition, if inverses commute, that is a
0
aD aa0 , then S is called completely
regular. If a 2 S , then
V.a/D fa0 2 S W aD .aa0/a and a0 D .a0a/a0g
is called the set of all inverses of a 2 S: Note that if a0 2 V.a/ and b0 2 V.b/, then
a 2 V.a0/ and a0b0 2 V.ab/:
An AG-groupoid S in which every element has a unique inverse is called inverse
AG-groupoid. If a 1 is the unique inverse of a 2 S; then a groupoid satisfying
the following identities is called a completely inverse AG-groupoid, that is for
all a;b;c 2 S
.ab/c D .cb/a; a.bc/D b.ac/
aD .aa 1/a; a 1 D .a 1a/a 1 and aa 1 D a 1a:
If S is a completely inverse AG-groupoid, then a 1a 2ES , where ES is the set
of idempotents of S . If S is a completely inverse AG-groupoid, then ES is either
empty or a semilattice. For any idempotent e in ES , e 1 D e: Moreover, the set ES
of an AG-groupoid S is a rectangular AG-band, that is for all e;f 2 ES , e D .ef /e.
For futher concepts and results, the reader is referred to [3]. The set of idempotents
ES of an AG-groupoid S is called left (respectively; right) regular AG-band if it
satisfies
.ef /e D ef .respectively; .ef /e D fe/ for all e;f 2ES :
Note that if S is an AG-groupoid, then for e;f 2ES
ef D .ee/.ff /D .ff /.ee/D fe
which shows left and right AG-bands serve the same purpose.
Lemma 1 ([3]). Let S be a completely inverse AG-groupoid and let a;b 2 S
such that ab 2ES : Then ab D ba:
Lemma 2 ([3]). Completely inverse AG-groupoids are idempotent-surjective.
If  is a congruence on a completely inverse AG-groupoid, then S= is also
completely inverse AG-groupoid. The natural morphism maps S onto S= by the
rule x! .x/ and by the uniqueness of inverses .x 1/ D .x/ 1 : If .a;b/ 2 , then
.a 1;b 1/ 2  and .aa 1;bb 1/ 2 :
3. CONGRUENCES IN COMPLETELY LEFT INVERSE AG-GROUPOID
In this section, we introduce the notion of completely left inverse AG-groupoids
and study certain congruences by means of their kernel and trace for this class of
groupoids. The essential part is to describe such congruence in terms of a congruence
pair which comprises of a normal subgroupoid and a congruence of a completely left
inverse AG-groupoids.
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Definition 1. A completely inverse AG-groupoid is called completely left in-
verse AG-groupoid if the set ES of idempotents of S is a left regular AG-band.
Proposition 1. Let  be a congruence on a completely inverse AG-groupoid S .
If .a;e/ 2  for e 2ES ; then .a;a 1/ 2  and .a;a 1a/ 2 .
Lemma 3. Let S be a completely left inverse AG-groupoid. If  is a congruence
on S; then S= is a completely left inverse AG-groupoid.
Proof. It is straightforward, and so it is omitted. 
Definition 2. A nonempty subset N of a completely left inverse
AG-groupoid S is called normal if
(1) ES N;
(2) for every x 2 S; x Nx 1 N;
(3) for every a 2N , a 1 2N:
Let  be a congruence on a completely left inverse AG-groupoid S and ES be
the set of idempotents of S . The restriction of  on ES , that is jES is the trace of 
denoted by tr. The subset
kerD fa 2 S W .9e 2ES /.a;e/ 2 g
is the kernel of .
Lemma 4. Let  be a congruence on a completely left inverse AG-groupoid S:
.1/ ker is a normal AG-subgroupoid of S:
.2/ For any a 2 S , e 2ES ; if ea 2 ker such that .e; aa 1/ 2 tr; then a 2 ker:
.3/ For any a 2 S , if a 2 ker, then .a 1a; aa 1/ 2 tr:
Proof. .1/ Let  be a congruence. If a;b 2 ker, then .a;e/ 2 ; .b;f / 2  so
that .ab;ef / 2  for some e;f 2ES : Hence ab 2 ker and ker is a subgroupoid of
S: Obviously, all the idempotents of S lie in ker. Let a 2 ker; then .a;e/ 2  for
e 2ES : Therefore for all x 2 S; .x 1 ax; x 1 ex/ 2 : Since x 1 exD e x 1x 2
ES , thus x 1 ax 2 ker: Now if a 2 ker, then for g 2 ES ; .a;g/ 2 . Since S=;
is left inverse, it is clear that .a/ 1 2 V..a//:Moreover, if h 2ES , then a 1 2 V.h/
so that .a 1;h/ 2 . That is a 1 2 ker for every a 2 ker:
.2/ If for a 2 S; e 2 ES and ea 2 ker, then there exists f 2 ES such that
.ea; f / 2 : Since .e; aa 1/ 2 tr; then aD aa 1 a ea f: Hence .a; f / 2 
and a 2 ker:
.3/ Let a 2 ker. Then .a;e/ 2  for some e 2 ES : By Proposition 1, we have
.a 1a; a 1a/ 2 : Since trD jES ; it follows that .a 1a;aa 1/ 2 tr: 
Lemma 5. Let  be a congruence on a completely left inverse AG-groupoid S:
If a 1b 2 ker, then ab 1 2 ker and for all a;b 2 S;..a 1b ab 1/;a 1b/ 2 .
Proof. Let  be a congruence on S: If a 1b 2 ker; then .a 1b;e/2  for some e 2
ES : Then it is clear that .ab 1/ is inverse of .a 1b/ in S= and it follows immedi-
ately from the preliminaries and Lemma 3 that .a 1b/ 2ES=:Hence .ab 1;f /2 
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for some f 2 ES : Thus ab 1 2 ker: Moreover, since S= is inverse and E= is a
left regular AG-band, we have
.a 1b ab 1/ D .e/.f / D ..e/.f //.e/ D .e/ D .a 1b/:

Lemma 6. Let  be a congruence on a completely left inverse AG-groupoid S
and let a;b 2 S and e 2ES : If .aa 1; bb 1/ 2 tr and ab 1 2 ker, then
.a  ea 1; b  eb 1/ 2 tr:
Proof. Let  be a congruence on S: Let a;b 2 S such that .aa 1; bb 1/ 2 tr and
ab 1 2 ker: Then for all e 2ES ; we have
a  ea 1 

a.e.a 1a a 1/
 a.e.b 1b a 1// .since .aa 1;bb 1/ 2 tr/
 a.e.a 1b b 1//
 a.e..a 1b  .a 1b/ 1/b 1// .since .a 1b/ 2ES=/
 a..a 1a bb 1/.eb 1//
 a.b 1b  eb 1/ .since .aa 1; bb 1/ 2 tr/
 e ab 1
 e.ab 1 a 1b/ .by Lemma 5/
 e.aa 1 bb 1/


b  eb 1 .since .aa 1; bb 1/ 2 tr/:
Thus .a  ea 1; b  eb 1/ 2 tr: 
Definition 3. Let N be normal subgroupoid of a completely left inverse AG-
groupoid S and  be congruence on a left regular AG-band ES : Then .N;/ is a
congruence pair of S if for all a; b 2 S and e 2ES the following conditions hold.
(1) If ea 2N and .e; a 1a/ 2 ; then a 2N;
(2) If .aa 1; bb 1/ 2  and a 1b 2N; then .a  ea 1; b  eb 1/ 2 :
Theorem 1. Let S be a completely left inverse AG-groupoid and .N; / is
congruence pair on S: Then the relation
.N; / D f.a;b/ 2 S S W .aa 1;bb 1/ 2  and a 1b 2N g
is a congruence relation.
Proof. Clearly, .N; / is reflexive. .N; / is symmetric. In fact:  is symmetric
and by Definition 2 (3), a 1 2 N for any a 2 N: Also, if .a; b/; .b; c/ 2 , then
.aa 1; bb 1/ 2 ; .bb 1; cc 1/ 2  and a 1b; b 1c 2 N: Then by Lemma 1,
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cb 1 2 N: Hence .aa 1; cc 1/ 2 : Since .c 1f.aa 1  bb 1/cg/ 2 ES and N is
normal AG-subgroupoid, then
.c 1f.aa 1 bb 1/cg/.a 1c/D fc 1.a 1a  c/g.a 1c/ .since .a 1a; bb 1/ 2 /
D fa 1a  c 1cg.a 1c/
D fa 1a b 1bg.a 1c/ .since .bb 1; cc 1/ 2 /
D .bb 1/.a 1c/ .since .a 1a; bb 1/ 2 /
D .cb 1/.a 1b/ 2N:
Moreover,
.a 1c/ 1.a 1c/D c 1.aa 1  c/
D c 1..aa 1  cc 1/c/c 1..aa 1 bb 1/c/
.since bb 1cc 1/:
Hence by Definition 3 (1), a 1c 2N which implies that .a;c/ 2 .N;/: Thus .N; /
is equivalence relation.
Let .a;b/ 2 .N; /; then .ac; bc/ 2 .N; /: In fact: if .aa 1; bb 1/ 2  and a 1b 2
ker; then by Definition 2 (2), .ac/ 1.bc/ 2 N: Further, using Definition 3 (2), we
have
.ac/.ac/ 1 D .aa 1/.cc 1/D .c 1c/.aa 1/D a.c 1c a 1/b.c 1c b 1/:
Hence by definition of the relation .N; /; .ac; bc/ 2 .N; /:
Similarly, since  is a congruence, then .aa 1; bb 1/ 2  implies that
.ca/.ca/ 1 D ca  c 1a 1 D a 1a  cc 1 D c.aa 1  c 1/c.bb 1  c 1/:
It remains to show that .ca/ 1.cb/ 2N: Therefore
.b 1..c 1c aa 1/b//..ca/ 1.cb//D ..c 1c aa 1/.b 1b//.c 1a 1  cb/
D ..c 1c aa 1/.b 1b//.c 1c a 1b/
D ..c 1c/.aa 1 b 1b/.c 1c//.a 1b/
D ..c 1c/.aa 1 b 1b//.a 1b/
(since ES is left regular)
D .b 1..aa 1  cc 1/b//.a 1b/ 2N:
Moreover,
b 1..c 1c aa 1/b/D ..c 1c aa 1/.c 1c//.b 1b/ .since ES is left regular/
D ..a 1c ac 1/.c 1c//.b 1b/
D ..ac  c 1/.a 1c 1  c//.b 1b/
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D .b.cc 1 a 1//.b 1.c 1c a//:
Thus .b 1..c 1c aa 1/b//.b.cc 1 a 1//.b 1.c 1c a//: Hence by Definition 3
(1) it follows that a 1.c 1c b/ 2N: Thus .ca; cb/ 2 .N; /:

Corollary 1. Let S be a completely left inverse AG-groupoid and .N; / is
congruence pair on S: Then the relation
.N; / D f.a;b/ 2 S S W .aa 1;bb 1/ 2  and ba 1 2N g
is a congruence relation.
Theorem 2. Let S be a completely left inverse AG-groupoid. If  is a congru-
ence on S; then (ker, tr) is a congruence of S: Conversely, if .N; / is congruence
pair on S , then the relation
.N; / D f.a;b/ 2 S S W .aa 1;bb 1/ 2  and a 1b 2N g
is a congruence relation on S: Furthermore,
ker.N;/ DN; tr.N;/ D  and .ker;tr/ D :
Proof. The proof of the first part can be followed from Lemma 4, 6 and Theorem
1. We show that ker.N; /DN and tr.N;/D : Let a 2 ker.N;/, then for some e 2
ES ; .a;e/ 2 .N; /: It follows that .ee 1;aa 1/ 2  and ea 2N: Thus by Definition
3 (1), a 2N; that is ker.N; / N: Conversely, suppose that a 2N . Then a 1 2N:
Let a 1aD e; it is clear that .ee 1; aa 1/ 2  and e 1aD eaD a 1a aD a 2N:
Thus .e;a/ 2 .N;/: Hence a 2 .e/.N; /  ker.N;/: Thus ker.N; / DN:
Similarly, we show that tr.N; /   and   tr.N; /: Let e;f 2 ES such that
.e;f / 2 tr.N;/: Then since ES is left regular, therefore e D .ee 1/e D ee 1 
ff  1D .ff  1/f D f and hence tr.N; /  : Conversely, if e f , then ee 1D
e  f D ff  1 and e 1f 2 ES  N: Thus by definition of .N;/; it follows
.e; f / 2 .N; /\ES ES D tr: Thus tr.N; / D :
Finally, suppose that .a;b/ 2 . Then .a 1a;a 1b/ 2  so that a 1b 2 ker:
If a 1 is the inverse of a and since S= is completely left inverse, then .a 1/ 2
V..a//D V..b//:Also, .b 1/ 2 V..b//D V..a//: It is clear that .a/.a 1/D
.a/.b
 1/ D .b/.b 1/ which further implies that
.aa 1; bb 1/ 2 tr: Thus .a; b/ 2 .ker;tr/ and   .ker; tr/: Conversely, let
.a; b/ 2 .ker;tr/. Then .aa 1; bb 1/ 2 tr and a 1b 2 ker: By Lemma 5, ab 1 2
ker and .ab 1/ 2ES=: Then there exists e 2ES such that .ab 1/D .e/, where
.e/ 2Ej: Since ES= is left regular, thus by Lemma 5, we have
.ab 1/ D .ab 1/..ab 1/ 1/:
Then
a aa 1 aD bb 1 a .since .aa 1; bb 1/ 2 tr/
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 ab 1 b
 ..ab 1/.ab 1/ 1/b
 .aa 1 b 1b/b
 b 1b b .since .aa 1; bb 1/ 2 tr/
 b:
Hence .ker;tr/ D : This completes the proof. 
4. DECOMPOSITIONS OF LOCALLY ASSOCIATIVE AG-GROUPOIDS
An AG-groupoid has many characteristics similar to that of a commutative semi-
group. Let us consider x2y2 D y2x2; which holds for all x;y in a commutative
semigroup: On the other hand one can easily see that it holds in an AG**-groupoid:
This simply gives that how an AG**-groupoid has closed connections with commut-
ative algebra: In this section, we generalize the results of Hewitt and Zuckerman for
commutative semigroups [5]:
An AG-groupoid S is called a locally associative AG-groupoid if a  aa D aa  a
for all a 2 S [8]:
Note that a locally associative AG-groupoid does not necessarily have associative
powers: For example; in a locally associative AG-groupoid S D fa;b;cg; defined by
the following table [8]W
 a b c
a c c b
b b b b
c b b b
.a aa/aD b ¤ c D a.a aa/:
Definition 4. A locally associative AG**-groupoid is an AG**-groupoid S satis-
fying an identity a aaD aa a for all a 2 S:
Example 1. Let us consider an AG**-groupoid S D fa;b;c;d;eg in the following
multiplication table:
 a b c d e
a a a a a a
b a e e c e
c a e e b e
d a b c d e
e a e e e e
It is easy to verify that S is a locally associative AG-groupoid.
Proposition 2. The following statements hold:
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(1) Every locally associative AG-groupoid has associative powers, that is
aan D ana for all a 2 S and positive integer n [8].
(2) In an AG**-groupoid S; aman D amCn for all a 2 S and positive integers
m;n [8].
(3) In a locally associative AG**-groupoid S; .am/n D amn for all a 2 S and
positive integers m;n [10].
(4) If S is a locally associative AG**-groupoid and a;b 2 S; then .ab/n D anbn
for any n 1 and .ab/n D bnan for any n 2 [9].
(5) Let S be a locally associative AG**-groupoid: Then an D an 1a D aan 1
for all a 2 S and n > 1 [10].
(6) If S is a locally associative AG**-groupoid and a;b 2 S; then anbmD bman
for m;n > 1 [8].
Note that an 1aD ....aa/a/a/:::a/a and aan 1 D a....aa/a/a/:::a/:
4.1. Separative decomposition
If S is a locally associative AG**-groupoid; then abn  c D a bnc is not generally
true for all a;b;c 2 S; that is .Sxn/S ¤ S.xnS/ for some x 2 S:
Let us define the relations  and  in a locally associative AG-groupoid S as
follows:
for all a;b 2 S , ab” there exists n 2 N; such that an 2 S.bnS/ and bn 2
S.anS/.
for all a;b 2 S , ab” there exists n 2 N; such that an 2 .Sbn/S and bn 2
.San/S .
Theorem 3.  is equivalent to  on a locally associative AG-groupoid S:
Proof. Let an 2 S.bnS/: Then by using Proposition 2(3), we get
a2n D .an/2 2 .S bnS/2 D .S bnS/.S bnS/D .SS/.bnS bnS/
D .SS/.bnbn SS/
D .bnbn/.SS SS/D .SS SS/.bnbn/D .bnbn SS/.SS/
D .SS bnbn/.SS/
 .Sb2n/S:
Similarly, we can show that bn 2 S.anS/ implies b2n 2 .Sa2n/S:
Conversely, assume that an 2 .Sbn/S: Then by using Proposition 2(3), we get
a2n D .an/2 2 .Sbn S/2 D .Sbn S/.Sbn S/D .Sbn Sbn/.SS/
D .SS bnbn/.SS/
D .SS/.bnbn SS/ S.b2nS/:
Similarly, we can show that bn 2 .San/S implies b2n 2 S.a2nS/: Thus  is equi-
valent to : 
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Theorem 4. The relation  on a locally associative AG-groupoid S is a con-
gruence relation:
Proof. Clearly  is reflexive and symmetric: For transitivity; let us suppose that
ab and bc; such that an 2 S.bnS/ and bn 2 S  cnS for all a;b;c 2 S with as-
sumption that n > 1: By using Proposition 2(3), we get
an 2 S.bnS/D bn.SS/ .S  cnS/S D .cn SS/S  .cnS/S D .SS/cn
D SS  cn 1c D ccn 1 SS D cn.SS/D S.cnS/:
Similarly, we can show that cn 2 S.anS/: Hence  is an equivalence relation: To
show that  is compatible; assume that ab such that for n > 1; an 2 S.bnS/ and
bn 2 S.anS/ for all a;b 2 S: Let c 2 S; then
.ac/n D ancn 2 .S bnS/cn D .bn SS/cn D .bn 1b SS/cn D .SS bbn 1/cn
D .SS bn/cn D cnbn SS D bncn SS D S.bncn S/D S  .bc/nS:
Similarly, we can show that .ca/n 2 S..cb/nS/: Hence  is a congruence relation
on S: 
Definition 5. A congruence  is said to be separative congruence in S; if ab a2
and ab  b2 implies that a b:
Theorem 5. The relation  on a locally associative AG**-groupoid S is separative:
Proof. Let a;b 2 S such that ab  a2 and ab  b2: Then for a positive integer
n;
.ab/n 2 S  .a2/nS; .a2/n 2 S  .ab/nS
and
.ab/n 2 S  .b2/nS; .b2/n 2 S  .ab/nS:
Now
a2n D .a2/n 2 S  .ab/nS 2 S  .S  .b2/nS/S D .S  .b2/nS/.SS/
D ..b2/n SS/.SS/
D .SS SS/.bnbn/D .bnbn/.SS SS/D .SS/.bnbn SS/ S.b2nS/:
Similarly we can show that b2n 2 S.a2nS/: Hence  is separative: 
Proposition 3. If S is a locally associative AG-groupoid; then ab ba for all
a;b 2 S; that is  is commutative:
Proof. Let a;b 2 S such that a  b and n be a positive integer: Then by using
Proposition 2(4), we get
.ab/n D anbn 2 .S bnS/.S anS/D .SS/.bnS anS/
D .SS/.bnan SS/ S.ba/n S:
Similarly, we can show that .ba/n 2 S.ab/n S: Hence abba: 
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Corollary 2. Let S be a locally associative AG-groupoid: Then S= is a sep-
arative commutative image of S:
Let us define a relation  on a locally associative AG-groupoid S as follows:
for all x;y 2 S , xy” there exists n 2 N; such that .xa/n 2 .ya/nS and
.ya/n 2 .xa/nS , for some a 2 S .
Theorem 6. The relation  is a congruence relation on a locally associative
AG-groupoid S:
Proof. Clearly  is reflexive and symmetric: For transitivity let us suppose that
xy and y´; then there exist positive integers m;n such that .xa/n 2 .ya/nS;
.ya/n 2 .xa/nS and .ya/m 2 .´a/mS and .´a/m 2 .ya/mS , for some a 2 S . More
specifically; there exists t1 2 S such that .xa/n D .ya/nt1: Assume that m;n > 1:
Now by using Proposition 2(3) and Proposition 2(4), we get
.xa/mn D  .xa/nm D  .ya/nt1m D  .ya/mn tm1   .´a/mSnS
D .´a/mnSn S
D .SSn/.´a/mn D .SSn/  .´a/mn 1.´a/D .´a/.´a/mn 1  .SnS/
 .´a/mnS:
Similarly we can show that .´a/mn 2 .xa/mnS:Hence  is an equivalence relation
on S:
To show compatibility; let xy; then there exists a positive integer n such that
.xa/n 2 .ya/nS and .ya/n 2 .xa/nS: Hence there exists t3 2 S such that .xa/n D
.ya/nt3: Now using Proposition 2(3), Proposition 2(4) and Proposition 2(6) with
assumption that n > 1; we get
.x´ a/2n D  .x´ a/n2 D  .x´/nan2 D .xn´n an/2 D .´nxn an/2
D .anxn ´n/2 D .xnan ´n/2 D  .xa/n´n2 D  .ya/nt3 ´n2
D  .´nt3/.ya/n2 D .´2nt23 /.ya/2n D .´n´n  t3t3/.ya/2n
D .t3t3 ´n´n/.ya/2n
D .t23´2n/.ya/2n D
 
.t3´
n/.ya/n
2 D  .ya/n´n  t32
D  .ynan/´n  t32
D  .anyn/´n  t32 D  .´nyn/an  t32 D  .yn´n/an  t32
D  .y´ a/nt32
D .y´ a/2nt23 2 .y´ a/2nS:
Similarly, we can show that .y´ a/2n 2 .x´ a/2nS: Therefore x´y´: Similarly
we can show that  is left compatible: Hence  is a congruence relation on S: 
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4.2. Anti-separative decomposition
In this section, we show that S= is a maximal anti-separative commutative image
of a locally associative AG-groupoid S; where  is defined as followsW
ab if and only if abn D bnC1 and ban D anC1 for all a;b 2 S and a positive
integer n:
Lemma 7. Let S be a locally associative AG-groupoid: If abm D bmC1 and
ban D anC1 for a;b 2 S and positive integers m;n; then ab:
Proof. Without loss of generality let us suppose that n > m: Thus by using Pro-
position 2(2), we get
bn mbmC1 D bn m abm D a bn mbm D abn:
Hence ab: 
Theorem 7. The relation  on a locally associative AG-groupoid S is a con-
gruence relation:
Proof. Clearly  is reflexive and symmetric: For transitivity; let ab and bc; so
there exist positive integers m;n such that abn D bnC1; ban D anC1 and bcm D
cmC1; cbm D bmC1: Let k D .nC1/.mC1/ 1; that is k D n.mC1/Cm: Now by
using Proposition 2(3) and Proposition 2(6), we get
ack D acn.mC1/Cm D a  cn.mC1/cm D a  .cmC1/ncm D a  .bcm/ncm
D a  .bncmn/cm
D bncmn acm D bna  cmncm D cmcmn abn D cmcmn bnC1
D cm.nC1/bnC1
D cm.nC1/ 1c bnb D bbn  ccm.nC1/ 1 D bnC1cm.nC1/ D .bcm/nC1
D .cmC1/nC1
D c.mC1/.nC1/ D ckC1:
Similarly, we can show that cak D akC1: Thus  is an equivalence relation: To
show that  is compatible; assume that ab such that for some integer n;
abn D bnC1 and ban D anC1:
Let c 2 S: By using Proposition 2(4), we get
.ac/.bc/n D ac bncn D abn  ccn D bnC1cnC1 D .bc/nC1:
Similarly, we can show that .bc/.ac/n D .ac/nC1: Hence  is a congruence rela-
tion on S: 
Definition 6. A congruence  is said to be anti-separative congruence in S; if
ab  a2 and ba b2 implies that a b:
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Theorem 8. The relation  is anti-separative:
Proof. Let a;b 2 S such that ab  a2 and ba  b2: Then by definition of 
there exist positive integers m and n such that
.ab/.a2/m D .a2/mC1; a2.ab/m D .ab/mC1;
and
.ba/.b2/n D .b2/nC1; b2.ba/n D .ba/nC1:
Now by using Proposition 2(2) and Proposition 2(3), we get
ba2mC1 D b a2maD a2m baD amam baD ab amam D ab a2m
D .ab/.a2/m D .a2/mC1 D a2mC2;
and
ab2nC1 D a b2nb D b2n ab D bnbn aD ba bnbn D ba b2n
D .ba/.b2/n D .b2/nC1 D b2nC2:
Thus by using Lemma 7; a b: Hence  is anti-separative: 
Proposition 4. If S is a locally AG-groupoid; then ab  ba for all a;b 2 S;
that is  is commutative:
Proof. Let a;b 2 S and n be a positive integer: Then by using Proposition 2(6),
Proposition 2(2) and Proposition 2(4) with assumption that n > 1; we get
.ab/.ba/nD ab bnanD ab anbnD aan bbnD bnb anaD bnC1anC1D .ba/nC1:
Similarly we can show that .ba/.ab/n D .ab/nC1: Hence ab  ba: 
Theorem 9. Let S be a locally associative AG-groupoid: Then S= is a max-
imal anti-separative commutative image of S:
Proof. By Theorem 8;  is anti-separative; and hence S= is anti-separative: We
now show that  is contained in every anti-separative congruence relation  on S: Let
a b so that there exists a positive integer n such that
abn D bnC1 and ban D anC1:
We need to show that a  b; where  is an anti-separative congruence on S: Let
k be a positive integer such that
abk  bkC1 and bak  akC1:
Suppose that k > 2: Now by using Proposition 2(2), we get
.abk 1/2 D abk 1 abk 1 D aa bk 1bk 1 D a2b2k 2;
a2b2k 2 D aa bk 2bk D abk 2 abkabk 2 bkC1
D abk 2 bkb D abk bk 2b D abk bk 1;
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and from above; we have
a2b2k 2  abk bk 1 D bk 1bk aD bkbk 1 aD abk 1 bk :
Thus .abk 1/2  abk  bk 1: Since abk  bkC1 implies that abk  bk 1 
bkC1 bk 1: Hence .abk 1/2  .bk/2: It further implies that
.abk 1/2  a2b2k 2 D b2k 2a2  .bk/2:
Thus abk 1  bk : Similarly we can show that bak 1  ak :
By induction down from k; it follows that for k D 1; ab  b2 and ba  a2:
Hence by using anti-separativity and Proposition 4; it follows that S= is a maximal
anti-separative commutative image of S: 
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